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Recast of the Brussels IIa Regulation
On 21 November 2017, Parliament's Committee on Legal Affairs adopted its report on the
Commission proposal for a recast Brussels IIa Regulation concerning the 'free movement' of
judgments in non-patrimonial family matters. Since a special legislative procedure applies, the
European Parliament is only consulted; it is expected to vote during its January plenary session.

Background
The 2003 Brussels IIa Regulation is concerned with the free movement of judgments in matrimonial law (but
not matrimonial property), and relations between children and parents (parental responsibility), including
cases linked to the problems of cross-border child abduction. The regulation is concerned only with the
recognition and enforcement of judicial decisions in Member States other than the state in which they were
issued, and does not regulate questions of substantive family law or details of domestic civil procedure in
family cases. It has applied to all Member States, except Denmark, since 1 March 2005.

European Commission proposal
In June 2016, the Commission adopted a proposal for a recast Brussels IIa regulation. The proposal abolishes
the procedure of exequatur (a procedure whereby a foreign judgment needs to be formally recognised by the
Member State of enforcement), introducing, instead, automatic recognition of all judgments from other EU
Member States. The proposal also clarifies a number of issues concerning cross-border child abduction. In line
with Article 81(3) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, this proposal is subject to a special
legislative procedure: Council must reach unanimity, while the Parliament is merely consulted.
Within Council, a policy debate was held in June 2017, followed by discussions in working party and a JHA
Counsellors meeting in November 2017. The most controversial issue for Member States is the abolition of
exequatur: while a majority of delegations agree on this aim, they have divergent views on how to complete
the abolition of exequatur in matters of parental responsibility.

European Parliament position
On 28 April 2016, Parliament had adopted a resolution on safeguarding the best interests of the child across
the EU, in which it pointed out the major problems with implementation of the Brussels IIa Regulation, and
underlined the need to clarify the legal framework with a view to strengthening the rights of parents and
safeguarding the best interests of children. On 15 May 2017, the Parliament's Committee on Petitions adopted
an opinion on the proposal, considering that some changes need to be made in order to make it even more
effective and offer better protection of the best interests of the child.
On 21 November 2017, the Committee on Legal Affairs (JURI) adopted its report on the proposal. It proposed
a number of changes, in particular to broaden the definition of 'decision' to include enforceable authentic
instruments (not only judicial), to create the possibility for parents to decide that when a child changes
residence, the courts of the previous place of residence continue to have jurisdiction over that child. JURI
would introduce the requirement that cases concerning child abduction are decided by practising and
experienced family judges with experience in cross-border cases. It would oblige the central authority
responsible for disputes on child custody to treat both parents equally, and approach them in a language they
understand. It proposes also to strengthen the legal position of children by expanding the child's right to be
heard, with detailed rules on such hearings.

Consultation procedure: 2016/0190(CNS); Committee
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